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Consultation and engagement activity
Responses

Newcraighall North 20+

Abercorn Terrace Pedestrian Crossing 129

ScoMid February 100

ScotMid March 59

School Holiday changes 60

Beach Zones consultation 600+

ScotMid May 50

ScotMid June 30



Website overview
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Case analysis - Community Engagement with Abercorn Terrace Crossing 
Consultation

This illustrates how many people were engaged with the Pedestrian Crossing consultation against how 
many responded. A huge spike of interest when the consultation was announced.  Consider page views 
(690) and time on page (average 4 mins) against actual responses (total 129). 



Where do Website clicks come from?



Facebook

Definitions

Engaged: the number of unique individuals who liked, commented or shared posts in the period.

Reach: How many people ‘saw’ PCC posts in the period.  Although, it is really a measure of how many people’s Newsfeed the post appears in. 

Total likes are up from 341 
on 5 Dec

Reach varies from week to 
week



Facebook - demographics

On Facebook, we have a strong female following, particularly in the 35-44 and 45-54 age groups.  
PCC page is above average (for whole of Facebook) for both males and females in the 35-54 age 
range.  In contrast, PCC has very few followers under 24 on Facebook. 



Twitter
Definitions

Tweets: How many times you’ve 
posted something or passed on  
something someone else has 
posted  [up from 778 in Dec]

Following: The number of people 
whose tweets you will see  [47 in 
Dec]

Followers: The number of people 
who have said they want to see 
your tweets [315 in Dec]



Mailing List

Definitions:
Subscribers: How many email users on the list [Up from 107 in December]
Open Rate: What % of recipients open the emails we send out [Down from 66%]
Click Rate: What % of recipients click on a link in an email we send out [Down from 16%]


